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As with so many processes and projects on farm, the success of oilseed rape growing lies in the investment in the best quality
genetic material and the attention to detail paid to establishment, agronomy and marketing the crop.
DEKALB & HOLL hybrid varieties offer the best fit for every situation on the farm, giving high yields and consistently good
performance to optimise financial returns.
Tailor your planting and management choices to fit with each individual situation, whether it's a broad acre business where the
early maturity and hybrid vigour of DEKALB hybrid varieties allow a faster entry to first wheat and guaranteed yield in the barn,
a highly managed system where the headline grabbing top yielding varieties can be given the attention they need to break
records, or a busy mixed enterprise where time is at a premium and the Low Biomass hybrids offer complete manageability and
the fastest combining speeds.
Take a look at some of the information given in these sections to fine tune your crop and variety decisions on farm.
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